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Ancient



Druid: Stonehenge, Salisbury, England
(2750 BC – 1500 BC)  [vocabulary: Neolithic Monument]
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Stonehenge
Plan View



5Stonehenge: Reconstructed Projection



POST & LINTEL
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GREECE



http://www.ou.edu/finearts/art/ahi4913/aegeanhtml/aegean2.html

Mycenaean (Mainland Greece)     (c. 3,000 BC – 1,200 BC)
Minoan (Island of Crete)
Cycladic (Islands of Cyclades)

Cycladic: The Cyclades

Minoan: Crete

Mycenaean: Mainland

PREHISTORIC (GREEK) AEGEAN ART



Minoan:
Palace at Knossos, 
Knossos, Greece 

(c. 1,700 BC)

Aerial View
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Interior Details



Palace Details



Mycenaean:
Lion Gate, Mycenae, Greece (c. 1,300 BC)  (Limestone) [corbelled arch]
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Mycenaeans (Mainland Greece)     (c. 3,000 BC – 1,200 BC)
also known as the:

Achaeans 
or

Dorians

known as fierce, restless warriors
among the first Archaic peoples to create fortifications:

acropolis - city on the hill
megaron - royal palace

sophisticated bureaucracy
military aristocracy

lead by proud warrior kings

Mycenaean Kings:

Tlepolemos of Rhodes
Nireus of Syme
Antiphos of Kos

Pheidippos of Kos

A New Era emerges:

Aristocratic kingdom gives
way to democratic

city-state
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democracy
δημοκρατία (dēmokratía)

δῆμος (dêmos) "people"

κράτος (kratos) "power"

A new form of Government:
For the People, By the People

Democracy is a form of government in which all 

eligible citizens have an equal say in the 

decisions that affect their lives. Democracy 

allows people to participate equally—either 

directly or through elected representatives—in 

the proposal, development, and creation of laws. 

It encompasses social, economic and cultural 

conditions that enable the free and equal 

practice of political self-determination. 

c. 400 BCE

law
is a system of rules and guidelines which are enforced 

through social institutions to govern behavior.  

Laws are made by governments, specifically by their 

legislatures. The formation of laws themselves may be 

influenced by a constitution and the rights encoded 

therein. The law shapes politics, economics and society in 

countless ways and serves as a social mediator of 

relations between people.

"The rule of law is better than the rule of any individual."       -Aristotle 350 BCE

Statue of Themis,

(Titan)

Greek Goddess of Justice

Hammurabi’s Code: ~1772 BC

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Form_of_government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Form_of_government
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_freedom
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_freedom
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legislatures
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legislatures
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constitution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rule_of_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rule_of_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_monarchy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_monarchy


Corbelled Arch
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Ancient Greek: The Acropolis

“The City on the Hill”
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Ancient Greek: The Acropolis



•Acropolis

•Doric Columns

•Flutes

What type of 
construction method 
have the builders 
used?
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“The Golden Mean”

1.61803

An Irrational 
Number:

http://scienceray.com/mathematics/geometry/the-golden-ratio-and-the-fibonacci-sequence/

In mathematics, a ratio is a relationship between two numbers of the same kind 
(i.e., objects, persons, students, spoonfuls, units of whatever identical dimension), 
usually expressed as "a to b" or a:b, ... explicitly indicates how many times the first 
number contains the second...

http://scienceray.com/mathematics/geometry/the-golden-ratio-and-the-fibonacci-sequence/
http://scienceray.com/mathematics/geometry/the-golden-ratio-and-the-fibonacci-sequence/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
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The Golden Rectangle
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The Fibonacci Sequence
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Fibonacci number

The Fibonacci numbers are part of a sequence: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21 and so on. As can be seen, each number is the sum of the two numbers before it, after the first two numbers. A general equation 
can therefore be formed:

The Fibonacci sequence is named after Leonardo of Pisa, an Italian mathematician also known as Fibonacci.

Read more: http://scienceray.com/mathematics/geometry/the-golden-ratio-and-the-fibonacci-sequence/#ixzz1Xvhxol42

http://scienceray.com/mathematics/geometry/the-golden-ratio-and-the-fibonacci-sequence/#ixzz1Xvhxol42
http://scienceray.com/mathematics/geometry/the-golden-ratio-and-the-fibonacci-sequence/#ixzz1Xvhxol42
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Parthenon & the Golden Mean



Ancient Greek: Temple of Athena Nike, Athens
(425 BC)



Ancient Greek: The Erecthion, Athens, Greece
(421 BC – 405 BC)



Ancient Greek - Doric: The Parthenon, Athens, Greece
(477 BC - 438)



Ionic Columns
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Caryatid Columns

The Erecthion



Erecthion
Parthenon

Athena Nike

The Acropolis



Acropolis: Plan View



Classic Doric Doric Tuscan

Doric



Ionic



Corinthian
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Roman Aqueduct: Pont du Gard; Nimes, France
*Roman Arches



Roman Arch
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ROME



Ancient Roman: The Colloseum, Rome, Italy
(70-82 CE)





Corinthian

Ionic

Doric

The Colosseum: Street View



The Colosseum, Aerial View, Rome, Italy 
(c. 70 – 80 AD)



Late Empire:
Arch of Constantine, 

Rome, Italy 
(312 – 315 AD)



The arch of Constantine was dedicated by the senate in AD 315 in honor of Constantine's victory over Maxentius. 
However, it is is generally understood that the arch is actually much older and was originally dedicated to emperor 
Hadrian. Constantine simply replaced certain panels and parts of it in order to make it his own. 



Ancient Roman: Arch of Constantine, Rome, Italy  (315 CE)  
[relief sculpture] [triumphal arch]



Late Constantinian: 
Basilica of Constantine, 

(308 - 312) (The Forum: Rome, Italy)



Basilica of Constantine

A basilica in the Roman world was normally a public building, used for court cases and as a market place. A basilica 
often served as a roofed extension to the Forum.

Normally a basilica would be a rectangular building divided in three or more naves by rows of columns. The central 
nave was taller than the lateral naves, allowing for a series of windows above the lateral naves to give light to the 
central nave.

The Basilica of Maxentius (Basilica Maxentii) or the Basilica of Constantine (Basilica Constantini) was the last of the 
great civilian basilicas on the Roman Forum. The ruins of the basilica is located on the Via Sacra.

The construction of the basilica was initiated by Maxentius in 308 CE, and finished by Constantine after he had 
defeated Maxentius in the battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312 CE. As other similar buildings, it was destined for 
commercial and administrative activities. It is likely that the basilica housed the offices of the Prefect of the City, the 
highest imperial official in late antiquity.

The Roman Forum (Forum Romanum) was the political and economical center of Rome during the Republic. It 
emerged as such in the 7th century BCE and maintained this position well into the Imperial period, when it was reduced 
to a monumental area. It was mostly abandoned at the end of the 4th century.



The Forum: Rome, Italy



Plan View: Forum 
Romanum



View of the Forum Romanum: from the South

Basilica of Constantine

The Colosseum

NORTH





Ancient Roman: The Pantheon, Rome, Italy  (118-126 CE)  
[obelisk] [pediment]



High Empire:
The Pantheon, Aerial View, 

Rome, Italy 
(118 – 125 AD)
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The ‘New World’
Washington Monument, 
Washington, DC, USA 

1848-1884
(marble, granite, gneiss)

national mall
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•aluminum capstone
•freemasonry



Pediment

• Pediment
• Frieze
• Architrave
• Entablature
• Cornice
• Dentils



Imagery:
Classical /vs./ Christian



•Raphael Sanzio buried here
•Corinthian Columns



•Dome ceiling: 
•“Occulus”
•“Coffered” ceiling

What type of 
construction method 
have the builders 
used?

What Materials have 
the builders used?
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The Pantheon

Dome Cross Section Diagram



ROMANESQUE



Cathedral Complex at Pisa, Italy
(1063-1350) [Romanesque]



63“Piazza del Miracoli” (Square of Miracles) UNESCO 
world heritage site



H.H. Richardson: Allegheny County 
Courthouse & Jail, 

Pittsburgh, PA
(1883-88)

[Richardsonian Romanesque]
(cost to build in 1880’s:

~$2,400,000)
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Text

Allegheny County Courthouse and Jail

The most lasting and well-known symbol of Allegheny County is the Allegheny County Courthouse and Jail complex, designed in 1883 by Boston architect Henry Hobson 
Richardson, and built between 1884-1888.

These internationally recognized historic structures reflect Hobson's stature as one the greatest architects in the history of American architecture, and continue to draw visitors 
from throughout the world who marvel at the buildings' simple style, dignity and strength.

The current courthouse is actually the third in the history of Allegheny County. The first permanent Pittsburgh Courthouse was built in the area now known as Market Square. It 
was replaced in 1841 by a grand building in the Greek Revival style. This courthouse was built on Grant's Hill, on the site of the present courthouse.

On May 7, 1882, a fire broke out in the rotunda of the second Allegheny County Courthouse, destroying the building. Soon after, county commissioners sent letters to one 
hundred American architects, asking them to submit designs for a new Allegheny County Courthouse. On January 31, 1884, Richardson was officially chosen to design 
Allegheny County's new courthouse.

Richardson's design was chosen because of its clarity of design and organization. He said he designed the buildings, "to express in the exterior the character and purpose of 
the interior, and to rely for architectural effect upon the arrangement of the messes, and the dignity and solidity of the construction."

Construction on the Courthouse and jail complex began in 1884. Work on the jail was completed in 1886. The courthouse was completed in 1888, Unfortunately, Richardson 
did not live to see his masterpiece completed. He died in 1886.

The architecture is characterized by the classic symmetry of the Renaissance, with Romanesque details, including Syrian arches, Byzantine Capitals, late French Gothic 
dormer windows and French Renaissance roofs. Among the most impressive features of the courthouse and jail are the Courthouse tower, rising more than 300 feet; the 
solemn mass of the jail; the picturesque silhouettes of the roof lines, towers and turrets; the soaring arches and dignified columns; and the practical arrangements of windows, 
which provide an abundance of natural light.

Although there have been innumerable alterations to both the courthouse and jail over the years, these impressive buildings have withstood the test of time and remain 
powerfully expressive structures enjoyed as architectural masterpieces.

The jail, which was officially closed in 1995, has been masterfully converted into a new combined home of the juvenile and family sections of the Common Pleas Court. The 
restored and readapted facility has won many national and international design awards.



Courtyard

Bell Tower



Courthouse Interior: Foyer
[foyer, façade]



“Bridge of Sighs”
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Compare and Contrast



Medieval: Tower of London; London, England
(1070-1090) [Medieval]



• Castle
• Fort
• Prison
• “Crown Jewels”



Curtain walls with Loopholes (Crossman’s Slots)
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[battlement]

[merlon, crenel]
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[loopholes]



77[dormer]



Tadeo Gaddi: Ponte Vecchio, Florence, Italy
(1345-1564) [Italian Medieval Vernacular]
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Church of the Assumption,
Bellevue, PA

[façade]

[tympanum]

[bell towers]
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Church of the Assumption,
Bellevue, PA

[tympanum, relief sculpture]
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Church of the Assumption,
Bellevue, PA

[grotesque][gargoyle]



Romanesque: 
Last Judgement,  Tympanum Sculpture: Conques, France

(c. 1130) [tympanum]



Early Gothic: 
Chartres Cathedral, 
Chartres, France
(begun 1134)
Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Chartres 



Early Gothic: 
West Façade, 

From Chartres Cathedral
(c. 1145 - 1155) 

[portal]
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The Royal Portal
The west portal, known for centuries as the Royal Portal (Porte Royale), was 
carved in the 1140s. The sculptures and reliefs were modeled on those in the triple 
west portal at St. Denis, which were mostly destroyed at the Reformation.

Decorating the recesses of the Royal Portal are elegant and elongated statues of 
kings, queens and figures from the Old Testament that are full of expression, gazing 
down regally on the visitor.

In the center is the Last Judgment, with Christ in the tympanum surrounded by the 
animal symbols of the Four Evangelists. He sits enthroned in a mandorla (an 
almond-shaped halo), raises his right hand, and holds the Book of Life in his left. 
This figure of Christ is unique in cathedral sculpture and seems to equally embody 
the divine and human natures of Christ.

The Four Evangelists are Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, the traditional authors of the New Testament Gospels 
that bear their names.

Since early Christianity, theologians and artists have delighted in finding parallels and connections between 
various aspects of the Bible, and the Four Evangelists have long been associated with the four "living 
creatures" who surround God's throne in Ezekiel and Revelation.

The symbolism of each of the Four Evangelists and their gospels - first established in the 5th century and little 
changed since - is as follows:
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Mark
attribute:
winged lion

symbolizes:
royalty, courage,
resurrection

Matthew
attribute:
winged human

symbolizes:
humanity, reason

Luke
attribute:
winged ox

symbolizes:
sacrifice, strength

John
attribute:
eagle

symbolizes:
sky, heavens, spirit

Symbolism:
The Four Evangelists



Early Gothic: 
Jamb Statues, 

From Chartres portal
(c. 1145 - 1155) 

[jamb]



Early Gothic: 
Jamb Statues, 

From Chartres portal
(c. 1145 - 1155) 

•Chartres Cathedral (Notre Dame de Chartres), 

•1134 - 1220, 40 miles SW of Paris

•large church which took approximately 100 years 
to build

•built on a high spot for great visibility

•number of sculptural reliefs on surface, becoming 
more naturalistic

•extreme height of interior, 3 stories

•uses a rose window over each entry
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Once there, they would end their pilgrimage by walking 
the labyrinth to the center, and then slowly retracing their 
steps to regain the 'outside world' and return to their 
homes. The Chartres labyrinth was sometimes walked in 
place of the actual pilgrimage to Jerusalem and 
considered a holy experience. People believed that if you 
walked the labyrinth with the full dedication of a pilgrim, 
you would be transformed, the old you would be 
grounded at the threshold stone - a purified you 
emerging, ready to tackle new directions in your life's 
journey.

The best known example of labyrinth is embedded in the stone 
pavement of Chartres Cathedral near Paris. The Middle Ages 
was a time of pilgrimages. Since most people could not make 
the grand pilgrimage to Jerusalem, considered by Christians to 
be the center of the world, and symbolizing the Kingdom of 
Heaven, they would make pilgrimages to important cathedrals 
such as Canterbury, Santiago de Compostella and Chartres. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_of_Chartres
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_of_Chartres


Gothic



Cathedral of 
Notre Dame, 
Paris, France
(1163-1250)

[Gothic]

[High Gothic]



Last Judgement, Main Portal
Notre Dame, Paris



Portal Detail: Tympanum, Last Judgement
[tympanum]
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St. Michael weighs souls and the Devil interferes on the central portal.



Communion of Saints, 
Notre Dame, Paris



Notre Dame: View from the Siene
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Notre Dame: Plan View

flying buttress

Notre Dame: Vocabulary

gothic arch“free masons”



Interior: Notre Dame



rose window
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Gargoyles, Notre Dame
[gargoyle]



Frog Gargoyles, 
Notre Dame



The Soaring Vaults of Cologne

The architecture of Germany remained conservatively Romanesque well into the 13th century.  In many German 
churches, the only Gothic feature was the rib vault, buttressed solely by the heavy masonry of the walls.  By mid-
century, though, the French Gothic Style began to make a profound impact.  An outstanding example is Cologne 
Cathedral.  

Begun in 1248 under the direction of Gerhard of Cologne, the cathedral was not completed until more than 600 years 
later, making it one of the longest building projects on record.  Work halted entirely from the mid-sixteenth century to 
the mid-nineteenth century, when the fourteenth century design for the façade was unexpectedly found.  Gothic Revival 
architects then completed the building according to the Gothic plans, adding the nave, towers, and façade to the East 
end that had stood alone for several centuries.  The Gothic/Gothic Revival structure is the largest cathedral in Northern 
Europe and boasts a giant (472 ft. long) nave with two aisles on each side.

The 150 ft. high fourteenth century choir…completed four decades after Gerhard’s death, but according to his plans, 
the choir expresses the Gothic quest for height even more emphatically than many French Gothic buildings.  Despite 
the cathedral’s seeming lack of substance, the structure’s stability was proven effectively during World War II, when the 
city of Cologne suffered from extremely heavy aerial bombardments.  The church survived the war by virtue of its 
Gothic skeletal design.  Once the first few bomb blasts had blown out all of its windows, subsequent explosions had no 
adverse effects, and the skeleton remained intact and structurally sound.



Cutaway: 
Cologne Cathedral





Choir Interior: Stained Glass Windows, Cologne

Detail



Gothic Architecture

•primarily an architectural term
•term originally used to denigrate the style by associating it with the Goths
•used harmonies and musical ratios (often perfect balance)
•invented to use light and show an upward thrust
•the architecture was invented to influence and uplift the occupants (or to make them feel 
small and insignificant – depends on the source!)
•pointed arches - a variation on the vault which allowed for more upward motion
•flying buttresses - exterior support structures which take the weight off the walls allowing for 
more windows
•were used to open up window space

•stained glass windows –   colored glass in mosaic style 

•Other Cathedrals of note: St. Denis, Amiens, Rheims, 
Westminster Abbey



Westminster Abbey, 
London, England

(1045-1400)



Sir Charles Barry: Houses of Parliament, London, England
(1836-1868) [English Gothic Revival]



“Big Ben”



House of Commons / House of Lords



John A Roebling: Brooklyn Bridge, Brooklyn, NY
(1869-1883)



*[Saxonburg, PA] 
<cable wire inventor>



20th Century Gothic Revival:
Cathedral of Learning: 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA

(c. 1927)



Cathedral of Learning: Interior – “Commons Room”





Cathedral: In-Progress
http://www.wqed.org/erc/pghist/units/build/index.shtml



Cathedral of Learning  (from Pitt website)

http://www.pitt.edu/~natrooms/pages/allnr1.html
The Cathedral of Learning, a historic landmark, is the second-tallest education building in the world—42 
stories and 535 feet tall. It is also the geographic and traditional heart of the campus. 

Begun by Chancellor John Bowman in 1926 and dedicated in 1937, the building was realized with the help of 
contributions from men, women, and children throughout the region and the world. During the peak of the 
Depression, when funding for the project became especially challenging, school children were encouraged to 
contribute a dime to "buy a brick."

In addition to the magnificent three-story "Commons Room" at ground level, the Cathedral of Learning also 
contains classrooms (including the internationally renowned Nationality Classrooms), the University's 
administrative offices, libraries, a computer center, a restaurant, and offices and classrooms for many liberal 
arts departments.

Trivia tidbit: The Cathedral of Learning has 2,529 windows.

Moscow State University: 787 ft. tall, 36 floors, 1953.

http://www.pitt.edu/~natrooms/pages/allnr1.html
http://www.pitt.edu/~natrooms/pages/allnr1.html


Postmodern:
(Gothic Influence)
Philip Johnson:

PPG Place,
Pittsburgh, PA

(1984) 
[Renaissance II]

Postmodern Architecture-
Period after 1960, 

(first noted in the writings of Robert 
Venturi,) 

when architects became more concerned 
with context, tradition, and ornament. 
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Pgh Gothic
Various Pittsburgh Landmarks in the Gothic Style
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20th Century Gothic 
Revival:

Smithfield Congregational 
Church: 

Downtown
Pittsburgh, PA

1925-1926
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interior

cast aluminum spire
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20th Century Gothic 
Revival:

St. Paul’s Roman Catholic 
Church: 
Oakland

Pittsburgh, PA
1903-1906
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interior
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20th Century Gothic 
Revival:

Third Presbyterian Church: 
Shadyside

Pittsburgh, PA
1898 - 1903
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buttress row
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20th Century Gothic 
Revival:
Heinz Memorial Chapel:
Oakland
Pittsburgh, PA
1933-1938
(French Gothic Revival)
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132
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American Gothic Revival:
Calvary United Methodist Church

North Side: Pittsburgh, PA
1892 - 93
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20th Century Gothic 
Revival:

Union Trust Building: 
Downtown

Pittsburgh, PA
1915 - 1916

The Gilded Age

“Cathedral to Commerce”

Henry Clay Frick
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Renaissance



Italian Renaissance: Florence 
Cathedral – “Duomo: Santa 

Maria del Fiore,” 
Florence, Italy
(1296-1462)

[Renaissance, Cathedral]



Duomo: Rose Window, 
Façade / Entrance, Bell Tower, 

and Baptistery
[bell tower, baptistery]
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Baroque



Renaissance - Baroque: St. Peter’s Cathedral, Rome, Italy
(1546-1564)



Dome: St. Peter’s



Interior: St. Peter’s



Piazza: Bernini



Baroque: Palace of Versailles, 
c. 1680

(Versailles, France)



Baroque:
Palace of Versailles:
Galerie des Glaces 

(Hall of Mirrors), c. 1680

The ceiling depicts events from the King's life rather 
than the customary scenes from Greek or Roman 

mythology. 



Versailles: Salon de la guerre (Room of War); note the massive bas-relief of Louis XIV on 
horseback crushing his enemies who are shown in chains 



Hyacinthe Rigaud:
Portrait of Louis XIV,  1701.
Oil on canvas, ~9’ 2” X 6’ 3”

{Louvre, Paris}



Charles Garnier: Paris Opera; Paris, France
(1857-1874)  [Neo-Baroque)





Rococo



Rococo:
Schloss Neuschwanstein,
Bavaria, Germany, 1700’s



Neuschwanstein





The "Mad King” Ludwig:

Neuschwanstein, the famous castle the Disney castle was inspired by. 
(Neuschwanstein was patterned after a "Knight's Castle" of the Middle Ages.)  

Actually, Ludwig II wasn't mad at all. His eccentricity came from a lack of contact with the world growing up 
and a great interest in German legends and romantic tales. He loved the works of the great composer, 
Wagner. After becoming king, Ludwig developed a close friendship with Wagner that was unfortunately 
politically unfavorable. Ludwig had a love of beauty and culture and wanted to bring this to his people. 

Throughout his reign, Ludwig was not kept thoroughly informed by those around him. There were people 
who used their close position to him to further their own agendas. It is not known for certain how Ludwig 
died (there are stories of him drowning in a stream below Neuschwanstein), but it is known that there were 
plots against him. Many of these were false accusations of madness designed to remove him from the 
throne. This is where the story of "mad" King Ludwig comes from.



Rococo: Library at Wiblingen,  Wurttemberg, Germany (1744)



Rococo: Ceiling murals & woodwork 
Pilgrimage church: Wieskirche, built 1746-54 
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Islamic



Early Byzantine: 
Hagia Sophia, Constantinople (Istanbul), Turkey

(532 - 537) [converted to mosque; minarets added by Turks]



Plan View Profile View

Hagia Sophia



Cutaway View: 
Hagia Sophia



Interior: 
Hagia Sophia



Hagia Interior: 
Dome Ceiling









Emperor Shah Jahan: Taj Mahal; Agra, India
(1630-1653)  [Islamic Indian Art]  [onion domes, reflecting pool]



Closeup: Taj Mahal



Ancient



MESOPOTAMIA



MESOPOTAMIA

ASSYRIA

AKKAD

Babylon



Sumerian: Ziggurat of Ur, (White Temple)
(c. 3,200 – 3,000 BC)  [ziggurat “Stairway to Heaven”]

(reconstructed drawing)



Ziggurat: front view



Central Stairway

Side Stairway



Ziggurat and ruins, Modern day Iraq [mud bricks,
Spaced with rope & reed – temple “breathes”]



Babylonian: Ishtar Gate, (c. 
575 BC), (Present day Iraq – 

reconstructed in Berlin)
[palace gates] (glazed brick)



Ishtar Gate in its time



Detail: Glazed Bricks



EGYPT



Ancient Egyptian



Imhotep: Step Pyramid of Djoser, (c. 2,600 BC), 
[mastaba style pyramid] (sandstone)

(first pyramid: largest building of its time)

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/pyramids/pyramids.html



Plan View: Step Pyramid of Djoser, Originally just a 
burial chamber



Great Pyramids at Gizeh, Egypt (Dynasty IV): 
Menkaure (c. 2490 –2472 BC), Khafre (c. 2520 – 2494 BC) Khufu (c. 2551 – 2528 BC)



Reconstructed Drawing: Gizeh Complex



Great Sphinx of Gizeh, (Khafre in background)
(c. 2520 – 2494 BC)  [~ 65’ high, 240’ long]

(sandstone)



Yoshimitsu: Kinkaku, Kyoto, Japan
(1397)  [Traditional Japanese]



Native American



Anasazi Cliff Dwellings: Mesa Verde, Chaco Canyon,
New Mexico (850-1250)



http://www.nps.gov/chcu/

http://www.nps.gov/chcu/
http://www.nps.gov/chcu/




Inca Civilization: Machu Picchu; Cuzco, Peru
(~1500, Pre-Columbian)




